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1. Introduction 

In [14J， L Vaisman shows出atlocally conformal symplectic manifolds may be seen as generalized 

phase spaces of Hamiltonian dynamical systems. Let (M， g， J) be a locally conformal Kaehler 

manifold i.e.， M is a Hermitian manifold and the fundamental 2・form0 defines a locally conformal 

symplectic structure on M. There are many studies of submanifods of locally conformal Kaehler 

manifolds [3)， [4J， [13]. On the other hand， the consept of the re日ectionwith respect to a submanifold 

was introduced by B.Y. Chen and L. Vanhecke [IJ. ln [7J and [8J， we studied the reftections with 

respect to submanifolds and the fibers in a Riemannian submersion. 

The almost Hermitian submersion studied by B. Watson [15J and D.L. ]ohnson [6]. Let (N， g'，]') 

be an almost Hermitian manifold. We shall consider an almost Hermitian submersion 1C: M → N. In 

出ispaper， we shall study出ereftections with respect to submanifolds of a locally conformal Kaehler 

manifold M and the reftections with respect to the fibers. 

In Section 2 we review basic facts about locally conformal Kaehler manifold， Riemannian submer-

sion and reftection. In Section 3 we gives the main results. 

2. Preliminaries 

Let (M， g，J) be a Hermitian manifold of complex dimension nと 2，where g denotes the Hermitian 

metric and] is the complex structure. Let 0 be its fundamental 2-form， i.e. O(X， Y) = g(X， ]Y). Then 

M is a locally conformal Kaehler manifold if: 

(1) dO =ω Ô， 

for some c10sed globally defined f-form ωon M [10J. The l-form ωis the Lee form of M. N ext we 

define a Lee vector field B by 

(2) g(X， B) =ω(X). 

Let P' be the Levi-Civita connection of g. On M we have another torsionless linear connection IV P'， 

defined in [10J， called the Weyl connection， which is given by 

1 ， ..，.，." ..，.7 1 
(3) lVp'xY = P'xYーすω(X)Yーすω(Y)X+ 2 g(X， Y)B. 

It is shown in [10J出atan almost Hermitian manifold M is a locally conformal Kaehler if and only 

if there is a closed l-form ωon M such出at

(4) Wp'x] = O. 
The equation (4) is equivalent to 

(5) 
1 .1....，....".， .1 .ITT  .....，，'F"IO .........， 1 

P'x]Yーが(JY)X+予 (X，]Y)B =]  P'xY -2 eu( Y)]X +τg(X， Y)JB， 

where X and Y are vector fields of M. 

Let IVR， R be respectively the curvature tensor fields of the Weyl connection IV P'， and of p'. Then 
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l 
WR(X， Y)Z = R(X， Y)Zーす{[(17xω)Z+τω(X)ω(z)] Y 

一[(17Yω)Z+÷ω(Y)ω(Z)]X-g(Y， Z)(17xB+ト(X)B)

1 I ，.，¥. 'r¥¥.¥ 1 
+g(X，幻(17yB+すω(Y)B)}-7|ω12匂(Y，Z)X-g(X，幻Y)，

where X， Y and Z are any vector fields of M [12]. 
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A locally conformal Kaehler manifold (M， J， g) is said to be a generalized Hopf manifold if the Lee 

form is parallel， i.e.， 17ω= 0 (ω 宇 0).

A generalized Hopf manifold is called a凡K-manifold if i匂 Kaehlermetric is ftat， i.e.， WR(X， Y) = 
O. 

In出ispaper， we consider the case where M is a locally conformal Kaehler manifold which is 

strongly non-Kaehler in the sense that dO本 o(or ω宇 0)at every point of M. 

We recall the following result. 

Lemma 1 ([4]). An invariant submanifold Q 01 a localかconlorn叫 1Kaehler manifold M is minimal 

if and only if the Lee vector field B 01 M is tangentωQ. 

Proof. By using the normal part of Q in the equation (5)， we get the result. 

Let M and N be Riemannian manifolds. By a Riemannian submersion we mean a ぴ mappingπ: 

M→ N such出atπisof maximal rank and 1(. pr白 erves出eleng出sof horizontal vectors， i.e.， vectors 

orthogonal to the fiber 1(-1 (x) for some x E N. Let (M， J， g) and (N， ]'， g') be almost Hermitian 

manifolds. A Riemannian submersionπ :M→ N is called an almost Hermitian submersion ifπis an 

almost complex mapping， i.e.， 1(.J =]'1(.. An almost complex mapping between complex manifolds 

is said to be holomorphic. Let π:M→ N be an almost Hermitian submersion. If M is a Kaehler 

manifold， then N is also a Kaehler manifold [15]. ln出1Scase， an almost Hermitian submersion is 

called a Kaehler submersion. 

Let M be a Riemannian manifold and Q a submanifold of M. We consider the local 

di ffeomorphism 

仰 :y→拘(y)， expy(tX) >-+ expy{ -tX) 

for X E 7γQ， IIXII = 1.例 iscalled the reftection with respect to出esubmanifold Q. When Q is a 

point， we obtain the local geodesic symmetry. Let (M， J， g) be an almost Hermitian manifold and Q 

a submanifold of M. The reftction仰 withr回 pectto Q is said to be holomorphic if伊ω。J=Joψ恥

We assume all data to be analytic. We recall the following results: 

Lemma 2 ([1]). Let M be a Riemannian manifold and Q a suかnanifold01 M. Then the reflection仰

is a local isometry if and onかず thelollowi昭 conditionssa前五ed:

(i) Q is totally geodesic ; 

(ii) (17法xR)(X， Y， X， V) = 0， 

(J72l:l R)(X， Y， X， Z) = 0， 

(J72.rl R)(X， V， X， W) = 0 

lor all normal vectoTS X， Y， Z 01 Q， all ωngent vectoTS V， W 01 Q and all kεN， where R denotes 

the curvature tensor on M. 

Lemma 3 ([1]). Let (M， g，刀 bean almost Hermitian manifold and Q a submanifold such that the 
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γ邑ifi，ectionφQis holomoゆhic. Then Q is an invariant submanifold and the second抑 dame免除llorm

ゆeratoγ訓 s知 σrv， WJ =σ(Jv， ]w) lor all V， W ta~昭似 to Q. Moreover， (P'x]JV is normal 10 Q 

10γall X E T J. Q， V EτQ. 

3. Results 

Let (M， g， J) be a locally conformal Kaehler manifold and Q a submanifold of M. We shall study 

the reflection例・ 1n[1]， Chen and Vanhecke proved白atif M is a Kaehler and the reflection側 is

ho!omorphic， then Q is a totally geodesic submanifold. We shall consider the case where M is a locally 

conformal Kaehler manifold which is strongly non-Kaehler. 

Proposition 1. Let (M， g，刀bea localかconlormalKaehler manifold and Q a submanifold 01 M. Let 

the Lee vector field B be tangent to Q. 11 the refiection <PQ is holomorthic， then Q is aωtally geodesic 
suかnanifold.

Proof. We recall the Gauss equation P'v W = P"v W +σ( V， W)， where V， W are any tangent vector 

fields of Q. Here P" is the induced connection on Q，σthe second fundamental form of Q in M. Since 

出ereflection側 isholomorphic， Q is an invariant submanifold of M. Therefore， since the Lee vector 

field B is tangent to Q， by (5)， we getσ(V， JW) ="σ(V， W) for any tangent vector fields V， W of Q. 

Since Q is an invariant submanifold， we have σ(V， W)+σ(JV， ]W) = O. on the other hand， since the 

refiection仰 isholomorphic， by Lemma 3， we getσ(V， W) =σUV，]W). Thus σ= Oiム Qis a totally 

geodesic submanifold of M. 

Next， we shall consider the case M is a 九K-manifold. 

Proposition 2. Let M be a九K・manifold. Let Q be an invariant suかnanifold01 M. Then the 

reflectionψQ is an isometη if and only if Q is a totatかgeodesicsubmanifold 01 M. 

Proof. We assume that Q is a totally geodesic submanifold of M. By Lemma 1， the Lee vector field 

B is tangent to Q. Since the Lee form is parallel and the curvature IVR = 0 and B E TQ， we have R(X， 
Y， Z， V) = 0， where X， Y， Z E  TよQ，V E TQ， and VR = 0 [4]. Thus， by Lemma 2， the reflection 

仰 isan isometry. Conversely， if出ereflection例 isan isometry，出enQ is a total1y geodesic 

submanifold of M. 

In the reflection with respect to a submanifold， the following results are known: 

(i) When M is a locally symmetric Kaehler manifold and Q is an invariant submanifold of M， the 

reflection仰 isa holomorphic if and only if the reflection仰 isan isome町 [1].

(ii) Let 例 bea holomorphic or anti-holomorphic reflection wi出 respectto a submanifold Q of a 

quasi-Kaehler manifold M. Then the reflection 仰 isan isometry [2]. 

We shall consider the case where M is a locally conformal Kaehler which is strongly non-Kaehler. 

From the above two Propositions， we have the fol1owing result. 

Proposition 3. Let M be a 九K・manifoldand Q a submanifold 01 M and the Lee vector field B E TQ. 

lf the reflection <PQ is holomoゆhic，then the refiectionψQ is an isometη. 

Finally， we shal1 study an almost Hermitian submersion. Let 1C: M→ N be an almost Hermitian 
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submersion. It is known that the horizontal and vertical distributions are J -invariant， because πis 

almost complex [15]. Let M be a 凡K・manifoldand N an almost Hermitian manifold. As an 

application of Proposition 2， we have 

Proposition 4. Let M be a九K・manifoldand N an almost Hermitian manifold. Lel π:M→ N be 

仰 almostHermitian submersion. Then the reflections <p，，-'(:r) are isometries if and only if n-I(x) are 

toωlly geodesic submanifolds 01 M. 

Let M and N be Kaehler manifolds. It is known出atifφ :M→ N is a bolomorphic mapping，出en

φ:M→ N is a harmonic mapping. In a Riemannian submersion n : M → N，πis a harmonic mapping 

if and only if the fibers are minimal submanifolds. Now， Iet M be a locaIly conformal Kaeh1er manifold 

and N an almost Hermitian manifold. We consider an almost Hermitian submersionπ :M → N. 

Using Lemma 1， we have 

Proposition 5. Let M be a localかconlormalKaehler manifold and N an almost Hen仇tianman約ld.

Let π:M→ N be an almost Hermitian submersion. Then πis a harmonic mappingずandonly if the 

Lee vector field B isωngent /0 the fibers. 

4. Exarnples 

We give examples of almost Hermitian submersion and isometric reftection. 

Exarnple 1 ([5]). Let H1 be the Hopf manifold and凡叶(C)complex projective space. Let q : Cn-{O} 

→ Pn_I(C) be the natural map. Then q is an almost complex mapping. Let p: cn_ {o}→ H~ = (Cn-
{O})/.:::fA be the natural surjection. Since.:::fA is properly discontinuous group， p is an almost complex 

mapping. Defineπ:Ht→ Pn・I(C)byπ(ρ(z)) = [z]， where [z] denotes the point of 凡→(C)of homogene-

ous coordinates z. Then q =π。Iうandπis an almost Hermitian submersion. The fiber is the complex 

1-torus T/;. Moreover， its fibers are minimal and the Lee vector field of H~ is tangent to the日bers.

Example 2. Let M be a凡K・manifold. Let ωand B be the Lee form and the Lee vector field 

respectively. We set A = JB and θ=ーω。'J.Let εbe a complex analytic 1-dimensional foliation 

generated by A， B. The metric of M can be expressed as 

(7) ds2 = 2gai，dza③ dib+(ω+H8)0(ω-，/-18). 

Then the space N = M /εof the leaves of εis a Kaehler manifold， with the m~tric induced by 

the first term of (7). Therefore， we have an almost Hermitian submersionπ:M→ N. SinceれB=

17BA = 17AA = 17BB = 0， the自bersare totaIly geodesic口3]. On the other hand， since M is a凡

K-manifold and B is vertical， we have R(X， Y， Z， V) = 0， where X， Y， Z are horizontal and V is 

vertical， and 17R = O. Hence， by Lemma 2， the reftections <p"吋:r)with respect to出efibers are isometries. 
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